
Iraq– state: Allies since US intervention.

Iraq – Sunnies: Before, they were held for being 
terrorist. Today, they are allies.

Iraq –  tribe : allies colaborating eith the democratic
project.

Irak - baazists.: allies outcasted by the previous Iraqui 
goverment.

Afghanistan – state:  allieds since US intervention.

Egipt: The human rights policies are questionable  but 
the relations are good.

Saudi Arabia: The human rights policies are question-
able  but the relations are good.

China: The human rights policies are questionable  but 
the relations are good.
The communist economic model does not present

Kuwait, Liberia, Mauritania, Morroco, y Pakistan:  They 
have accomplished many goals towards democracy.

Colombia: Shares the faith in freedom, the will to 

Perú: Good commercial partner.

substances across Indian borders.

Japón: Used to be an enemy. Today is allied with the US.

Germany: Used to be an enemy. Today, is allied with 
the US.

Cuba – state: Enemy. Totalitarian regime that causes  
economic ruin. Commits abuses against human rights.

-
tor. Impulsor of anti-american policies in Latinamerica.

Iraq -  Al Qaeda: main anti-american and anti- 
democracy terrorist group.

Iraq – sects y death squads.

Iraq –Chiítas:  anti-sunni extremists

Iraq – military troops supported by Iran

Irán – state: enemy with nuclear weapons that aims to 
control the region. 

Afghanistan – Talibans: anti- american and antidemo-
cratic extremists as Al Qaeda.

Syria:  Tiranic state. Enemy that is trying to overthrow 
Iraq´s goverment. Commits abuses against human 
rights.

Zimbabwe: Tiranic state. Commits abuses against 
human rights.

Lebanon - Hezbollah: Pro-Syria, pro- Iran and anti-Israel 
lebanese islamic organization.

Ireland - IRA: Terrorist organization that tries to separate 
Northern Ireland from England and re-unite it with 
Southern Ireland.

Spain - ETA: Basque independentist terrorist move-
ment.

Under observation
Russia: Historic enemy of the United States, began to share business and economic policies with the  “free world”. 

control Eastern Europe.

Brazil : One of the world´s strongest economies despite being a third world country.  It has a good commercial 
relation with the US, but its interest in making the Mercosur an integral force to allow South America to grow, goes
against american interests.
 

and the third strongest economy of Latinamerica, could become dangerous if it strenghtens the bonds 
with Brazil to make the region grow.

Evil axis
enemies

Freedom axis
friends


